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R

ay Hemachandra of Lark Books served as juror and
editor of the recently published book “Showcase 500 Beaded Jewelry:
Photographs of Beautiful Contemporary Beadwork.” The book is a
breathtaking snapshot of the art of beading at this exciting time.
I had the honor of hearing directly from him about
the challenges of the process. As a jewelry designer
you’ll find it fascinating. As a member of the bead
community, you’ll enjoy his perspective of the
beading community and insight.
Margie: What is the most challenging part of
editing a 500 Series book?
Ray: I’ve had the pleasure of working on 500
Series books in multiple categories, including
jewelry, beading, ceramics, furniture-making, and
art quilts, as well as numerous Masters Series
books.

with. (And I won’t even
comment on what meas-juror thought about
me-as-editor!)
But, very seriously, the
greatest challenge is
balancing quality of the
artwork with photographic quality in making final
selections. Ultimately a 500 book is a collection
not of artwork but rather of photographs of artwork.
It’s very difficult to exclude brilliant creative
work that moves you, wows you, or demonstrates
exceptional technical expertise because of a

These “gallery books” are labors of
love. They’re also especially hard work.
Doing effective, widespread international
outreach in our calls for entries; working
with jurors to produce books that have
good balance—that both properly represent
contemporary trends in the medium and
include work that will appeal to lay readers;
and ensuring the flow of the ordering of
the artwork and pairings across spreads
that both make sense and feel right—all
of these present challenges. I’m rather
famous—some might say infamous—
among our art staff and art freelancers for
my tendency to blow up multiple rounds of
review lasers to get thing just right with a
book’s layout.
I served as juror of our newest book,
Showcase 500 Beaded Jewelry, and as
the book’s senior editor I have to say that I
was an especially challenging juror to work
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deficiency in the photography—in
lighting, resolution, color casting,
distracting background, or focus.
Oftentimes—far too often—
excellent artwork I love has to
be set aside right off because of
subpar photography.

...and by “good” I mean experienced
specifically in this kind of work—
professional photography isn’t cheap,
but the results can then be used in a
multiplicity of ways to support a career.
I always urge crafters to invest
in themselves in this way.

Good—and by “good” I mean
experienced specifically in this
kind of work—professional
photography isn’t cheap, but the
results can then be used in a
multiplicity of ways to support a
career. I always urge crafters to
invest in themselves in this way.
MARGIE: What did you learn,
either about yourself as an editor,
and/or about the beading field/
community through creating
“Showcase 500 Beaded Jewelry”?
RAY: I’m constantly learning
about the beading community,
and I think that the beading
community is constantly learning
about itself. It is in a period of
radical evolution and creative
and professional maturation. It is
becoming a true field of art, while
retaining the fun, the community,
camaraderie, and friendship, and
frankly the zaniness for which it’s
known.

I write in the introduction
to Showcase 500 Beaded
Jewelry about how the
Internet and social media
have transformed the beading
community: internationalized
it, professionalized it, and
personalized it, all simultaneously.
Beaders support and challenge
one another constantly. The
dialogue in words and work never
ceases, and so both continue to
advance and develop. Since I
wrote that introduction, the Battle
of the Beadsmith competition
that Steven Weiss has held on
Facebook has captured and
advanced that energy
and enthusiasm, with
beaders thrilled to step
it up creatively, bolster
one another’s efforts,
and take each other to
the next level.

Beaders support and
challenge one
another constantly.
The dialogue in words
and work never ceases,
and so both continue to
advance and develop.

What role a book like
Showcase 500 Beaded
Jewelry has in this new
world will be interesting
to learn. It’s a document
that, as I write in the
introduction, suspends
a moment in time in the
bead community, and

as it publishes the bead world
continues to move on. I think its
permanency, as well as its beauty
and the innovation of the work
presented, still hold value even in
the Social Media Age. And we’ll
find out very soon if other people
feel the same way! I’m happy to
report that it has received a very
positive advance reception thus
far.
Finally, to answer the other part
of your question, I’m not really
an editor anymore. I’m a subimprint’s “team lead and business
manager,” which means I, um,
lead and manage the Lark Jewelry
& Beading group’s publishing list,
editors, and art staff. Showcase
500 Beaded Jewelry is the first
book I’ve actually edited in a
lead role in nearly two years. As I
stumbled through it and realized
how much my own skills in doing
this work had atrophied, it made
me appreciate all the more how
excellent my staff is in making
these books year-round, which I
hope makes me a more intelligent
and empathetic manager and
publisher. l
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Which Would You Buy?

Earrings by Margie Deeb
Photo by Anonymous Mobile Device

Earrings by Margie Deeb
Photo by Margie Deeb

Sell More Jewelry with
Professional Photos by
Margie Deeb
Present your jewelry professionally and beautifully. Quality
images, especially those depicting open shadows and precise
detail, add to the perceived value of your jewelry. No more
mobile phone photos! Have your work represented by
professional photos shot by a professional jewelry artist and
photographer. Margie Deeb will photograph your jewelry for:
• Etsy sales
• Website of blog sales
• contest submissions

• book submissions
• marketing
• gallery or portfolio showcase

Email Margie Deeb today: margie@margiedeeb.com
See Margie’s photography in The Beader’s Color Palette

New Client Special: $40 per shot

(one time only)

Standard Cost: $
 50 per piece or 3 pieces for $100
(plus shipping, handling, and insurance)
You get: 1
 to 2 shots from different angles and 4 digital
versions of each shot:
• 72 x 72 pixel thumbnail/icon
• 6” x 4”(approx.) 72 ppi (medium size for web)
• 8.5” x 6.4”(approx.) 72 ppi (large for web)
• 6.375” x 4.8”(approx.) 300 ppi (for print)
All shots white balanced and photo retouched
as necessary. I send you a CD with master tiff images
for brochures or print media and optimized jpg images
to load directly to your site.
Options: On or off-form, black, grey, or white background
Size Limitations:Up to 18” high
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Take Online Classes
with Margie
Take my beading and color classes online!
• Access classes on your schedule: anytime day or night!
• Printable handouts (PDF form) available with every class
• Prices range from $9.00 per class to $75.00 per class
• Class accessible to you 12 views over the course of a
year
View free tutorials and free previews for every class.

Click to see all of
Margie’s CraftEdu classes
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The Beader’s Color Palette: 20 Creative Projects and 220 Inspired Combinations for Beaded and Gemstone Jewelry Gather from history, culture,
and our planet to create stunning color schemes for beaded creations.
(Paperback, 192 pages) $24.95 US Dollars
The only book of its kind written specifically for
bead artists, The Beader’s Guide to Color teaches
beaders of all levels everything they need to know
about color to create unique and vibrant beadwork designs. Margie discusses psychological and
symbolic color associations, and ways in which
color can be used to create and accentuate pattern,
rhythm, and movement. 21 color schemes are described and illustrated in detail with accompanying
projects for all skill levels. (Paperback, 144 pages)
$21.95 US Dollars

Beading Her Image illustrates the power and
beauty of the feminine in 15 seed bead patterns for
peyote, brick, square stitch, and loomwork. Women
from a wide range of times and cultures are woven
into tapestries, necklaces, and bracelets. The stunning and gorgeous color palettes that artist Margie
Deeb is known for adorn each piece.

Artist, designer,
musician, and
color expert
Margie Deeb is
the author of
several beading
books, including
the popular The
Beader’s Guide
to Color and The
Beader’s Color Palette. Her color
palette book was named the Best
Craft How-To Book of 2009 by the
prestigious Library Journal.
She teaches color courses for artists,
interior designers, and beaders. Her
free monthly color column, “Margie’s
Muse,” is available on her website.
She produces a free graphically
enhanced podcast, “Margie Deeb’s
Color Celebration,” available on
iTunes.
Her articles have appeared in Bead
& Button and Beadwork magazines,
and she writes a regular color
column in Step-by-Step Beads.
She has appeared on the PBS show
“Beads, Baubles, and Jewels”
speaking about color. Visit Margie’s
website for her books, patterns,
jewelry, inspiration, and more.

Margie’s Blog:
colorforbeadartists.com

Includes loom building instructions, finishing split
loom necklace instructions, and peyote, brick, and
looming instructions. (Paperback, 44 pages)
$19.95 US Dollars

Out On A Loom is a creative journey through color,
design, and form for the beginning to intermediate
level seed bead artist.
The soft cover book features 32 full-color pages of
detailed instructions, patterns, illustrations, and
diagrams for creating loom woven bracelets, minitapestries and split loom necklaces. Professional
and creative finishing techniques are provided so
each finished project can be a work of art.
(Paperback, 36 pages)
$19.95 US Dollars

Join Margie’s color coterie:
margiedeeb.com/newsletter
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